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Honey from the Rock: 

A Brit Bat for Our Daughter 

Ketura Persellin 

hen we were expecting our first child, a son, we faced 
relatively few decisions about how we would welcome him 
into the world. It was a totally different matter with our daughter, 

born two years later. The road map was unclear, but our starting point for 
composing a ritual was the brit milah. 

Before we figured out how to welcome her, my husband, David 
Waskow, and I had decided on two things. We wanted to welcome her with a 
naming ceremony on the eighth day of her life. Since that is when boy-children 
are inducted into the covenant, we reasoned, why not girl-children, too? There 
was also an emotional element to our decision to hold our ceremony on the 

eighth day. The first week of our son's life had been a time-out-of-time, an 
exhausted, adrenaline-driven high that reached its peak at his bris. Part of the 
drama of the first week came from our families' and friends' willingness to 
suspend their lives-whether by traveling at the last minute or being late to 
work with little notice-to mark the baby's introduction into the covenant. We 
wanted the same sense of urgency for our daughter. 

We also knew that we wanted her simchat bat-or whatever we 
would decide to call it-to be covenantal and physical. Baby boys are brought 
into the covenant on the eighth day, and that moment is marked upon their 
body. But the familiar girl ceremonies, though beautiful in their own right, 
seemed inadequate in this regard. (We consulted Celebrating Your New Jewish 

Daughter, by Debra Nussbaum Cohen, and ArtScroll's Eris Mi/ah/Circumcision 

by Rabbi Paysach J. Krohn, an excellent source of both Ashkenazic and 
Sephardic traditions for welcoming boys.) 

We found our answer by serendipity. A few days after our daughter's 
birth, I was having second thoughts about the name we'd chosen, and so, as we 








